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If you watched the AL wild card game this year and made a joke about how the Green Monster was the MVP of the Red Sox, you were
not alone. 

You were seriously, very, very definitely, not even remotely alone. At all. 

While Giancarlo Stanton’s Sisyphean struggles made some people question the logic of putting a 37-foot-tall wall in left field, some of
us were inspired. The last thing baseball needs is more homogeneity. Rather than lament the differences between ballparks, we are
going to celebrate them, and propose a quirk for each park.

Category 1: Bring Back That Weird Old Thing

Baseball has a long history of weird things on and around the playing field. We’ll start out slow and spend this first section reinstating
them.

Yankee Stadium – New York Yankees: Graveyard Smash
Yankee Stadium used to have, essentially, a graveyard in center field. In the 70’s they moved it behind center field. Bring back the
graveyard! I want to see baseballs bonk off Lou Gherig’s bronze face. I want to see Aaron Hicks chase a deep drive and then dive
between stonework like it’s the end of Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire.

Minute Maid Park – Houston Astros: Billy Goat’s Bluff
For one shining moment, the Houston Astros had an inexplicable hill in straight away center field. Also, there was a flagpole there.
For one shining moment, it would have been possible to watch a center fielder get a great jump on a well struck ball, sprint to the
warning track, take his eyes of the ball just for a moment to negotiate the inexplicable incline, whip his head back around to find the
ball, stretch out his glove, then run headlong into the flagpole and tumble ass over teakettle back down the hill. Since that dream has
been snatched away from us, we’re not just bringing back Tal’s Hill. We’re bringing back center field from Clark Field, erstwhile home
of the Texas Longhorns. They didn’t just have a hill. They had a full-on limestone cliff in the outfield. The limestone cliff was in play.
It was accessible only by goat path. It had a scoreboard on top. The scoreboard was also in play. We’re bringing back Billy Goat Hill.
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Obviously, we’ll also add a flagpole.

Comerica Park – Detroit Tigers: Right Field Over Me
In right field at the old Tiger Stadium (which also had a flagpole in the field of play for no reason), the second deck hung out 10 feet
over the field. For a while, they even had two distance markers painted out there: 325 on the outfield wall, 315 on the facade of the
second deck. Fly balls that would otherwise have been caught harmlessly on the warning track could land in the second deck as home
runs, so long as the launch angle was right. Let’s do something nice for the Robbie Grossmans of the world and build a cantilevered
second deck at Comerica. It’ll stick out 20 feet over the outfield and make for more moonshot home runs and more exasperated
outfielders.

Truist Park – Atlanta: A Nice Magnolia Tree
Once upon a time, Ponce de Leon Park, home to the minor league Atlanta Crackers and the Negro American League Atlanta Black
Crackers, had a big magnolia tree in deep center field. Doesn’t that sound nice? A pretty magnolia tree in the outfield? 

PNC Park – Pittsburgh Pirates: Down By the River
Before Three Rivers Stadium opened in 1970, there was talk of a Stadium Over the Monongahela. It was essentially an enormous
bridge over the river with the ballpark right in the middle. Shockingly, this idea turned out to be cost prohibitive. However, it was
cool. We’re not going to push PNC Park out onto the river, but we are going to push it right up to the river. From now on, the Pirates
will have no outfield walls. The field ends at the river bank. It’s a home run if you hit a ball into the water on the fly, but outfielders
can dive, wade or swim to catch it for an out. 

Citizens Bank Park – Philadelphia Phillies: A Real Big Wall
This one’s easy. Did you know that the Baker Bowl, built in 1887 and home to the Phillies until 1938, had a 60 foot wall in right field?
We’re going to bring it back. 60 feet tall. Taller than the Great Wall of China. Taller than Hadrian’s Wall. Way, way taller than the
Green Monster. Make sure to cast your MVP vote for Bryce Harper, because he may never hit another home run for the rest of his
life. 

Guaranteed Rate Field – White Sox: Foreclose on Guaranteed Rate Field
You know your ballpark’s name isn’t great when Rolling Stone, a publication that has nothing whatsoever to do with baseball, calls it
the worst in sports. So let’s just leave Guaranteed Rate Field behind and let the White Sox go back to the Field of Dreams forever. It
went pretty well this season. I would love to see Tim Anderson hit more home runs into a cornfield. More importantly, if the Sox
played among the cornfields for a whole season, I think we’d have a pretty good chance at watching Tony La Russa get lost in one. 

Category 2: Let The Kids Play

From the short porch in the Bronx, to Greenberg Gardens in Pittsburgh, to Cobb’s Lake in Detroit, a lot of teams have adjusted their
parks to better suit their stars. We’ve got some pretty great players right now, so let’s make the most of them.

Nationals Park – Washington Nationals: A Black Eye
With apologies to Joey Votto, the world’s best batter’s eye belongs to Juan Soto. The only way we could possibly help him see the ball
any better is to improve the batter’s eye at Nationals Park. Right now, to make the white ball stand out the batter’s eye is green. Let’s
make it black. Every couple years scientists announce that they’ve invented the world’s darkest shade of black. In 2019, engineers at
MIT used carbon nanotubes to create a material that absorbs 99.995% of incoming visible light. We’re going to cover the batter’s eye
at Nationals Park with it. Childish Bambino is finally going to get that OBP up over .500, and Washingtonians are going to make
millions of This Is Spinal Tap jokes.

Rogers Centre – Toronto Blue Jays: Quiet Behind the Plate
This is the opposite of the Nationals Park plan. I can’t make Vladimir Guerrero Jr. hit the ball harder. No one can make Vladimir
Guerrero Jr. hit the ball harder. Vladito is going to mash baseballs through the roof and walls of the Rogers Centre no matter what we
do. I just want to watch him do it. But at both TD Ballpark in Dunedin and the Rogers Centre in Toronto, the home plate area is so
busy with billboards that it’s hard to see the ball off the bat. Maybe if we all promise to get our oil changed regularly, we could remove
a couple Valvoline ads, just for the sake of witnessing something beautiful.

Citi Field – New York Mets: Big Bases
What if we could give Javier Báez a bigger canvas for his tag play artistry? Let’s make the bases at Citi Field twice as big. Runners will
be more likely to go on a close play, knowing there’s that much more base to work with when sliding in and avoiding a tag. That
means more magic Javy slides, and more magic Javy tags. That’s a win-win.

Kauffman Stadium – Kansas City Royals: The KC Open
Between Whit Merrifield and Adelberto Mondesi, a Royal has led the AL in stolen bases for four of the last five seasons. Let’s help
them make use of all that speed. We’re not just going to switch the K back from grass to turf, we’re going to use GreenSet, the acrylic
tennis court surface they use at the Australian Open. Every Royals game will be a track meet, and since we’re already borrowing from
tennis, we’ll also let the umpires sit in those giant chairs.

T-Mobile Park – Seattle Mariners: Every Day Is Getaway Day
Now it’s time to help the American League’s other speed demon. The question? How do we enable GM Jerry Dipoto to trade players
away even faster? You might think his current rate can’t be topped, but the 20-minute drive from T-Mobile Park to Sea-Tac Airport is
slowing Jerry down. We’re going to build a hyperloop tunnel right into the ballpark wall. The entrance will be located next to the
Mariners dugout on the home plate side. That way, a player can round third, touch home, then keep right on running to his next
team.

Petco Park – San Diego Padres: Safety Squeeze
It’s pretty simple. We must protect Fernando Tatís Jr. at all costs. His fragile shoulder. His flimsy little hamstrings. His stupid
obliques. We must keep them safe. If he’s in center field, make the walls Nerf. If he’s at shortstop, make the infield Nerf. Play with an
Incredi-Ball. Cover Tatís Jr. in bubble wrap. Just keep our baby safe.
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Angels Stadium – Los Angeles Angels: Angels in the Clouds
They’re the Angels. They belong in the clouds. We’ll put fog machines in the outfield, and Mike Trout and Shohei Ohtani will at least
look like they’re finally playing in a place that’s worthy of their gifts.

Category 3: Snake Pit

In this category, we will add a snake pit to the field of play. This one should be pretty self-explanatory.

Chase Field – Arizona Diamondbacks: Snake Pit
Chase gets a hole behind second base, four feet in diameter by no-one’s-quite-sure-how-many feet deep, and fill it with snakes. If the
ball falls in, it’s a ground rule double. If a fielder falls in, he is never spoken of again.

Category 4: Bring That Crazy Thing Out Onto The Field
There are a lot of great features in and around big league ballparks. Why not make them more
integral to the game? In this, our most populous category, we bring them into the field of play. 

Oracle Park – San Francisco Giants: Glove In
The world’s largest baseball glove is beyond the left field fence in San Francisco. The world’s largest baseball glove has only four
fingers. This is because it was modeled on an old timey baseball mitt from the 20’s, rather than a five-fingered glove from the 40’s as
the Giants intended. There’s a good reason for this. According to Ron Holthuyson, who designed the glove, the reason is, “I am from
Holland, so I know nothing about baseball.” Regardless, it’s a cool glove, so we’re going to move it down onto the field and treat it like
any other fielder’s glove. If a ball lands in it, or if a ball bounces off and is caught by a fielder, it’s an out. 

Oriole Park at Camden Yards – Baltimore Orioles: Ken’s Warehouse
Ken Griffey Jr. is the only person who has ever hit a ball off the warehouse at Camden Yards. I was supposed to be there that day, but
I got sick and had to stay home. I’d still like to see somebody hit the warehouse, so we’re going to get rid of everything that’s currently
in right field and move the warehouse in to be the new wall. We’ll borrow some rules from NES classic Dusty Diamond’s All-Star
Softball: Hit it off the warehouse on the fly? Home run. Break a window? You’re out. 

Progressive Field – Cleveland Guardians: Guardians of the Balcony
Cleveland has finally, finally renamed its team. They named it after eight giant statues on a bridge, which is the kind of nonsense the
world could use more of. Let’s celebrate it by building sculptures of the guardians into the outfield walls at Progressive Field. Don’t
you want to see Myles Straw rob a home run by leaping off of a sandstone sculpture of a covered wagon?

LoanDepot Park – Miami Marlins: Sculpture Park
Erstwhile Marlins owner Jeffrey Loria has had very few good ideas in his life. But a 70-foot home run sculpture that basically looks
like a little kid’s diorama come to life every time a Marlin hits a home run? That idea ruled.. We’re moving the sculpture not just back
inside the stadium, but onto the playing field, and we’re going to keep it running all game long. Any center fielder who has to hunt
down a ball near the sculpture will need to dodge giant spinning fish and water cannons. 

American Family Field – Milwaukee Brewers: Pop-Up Slide
This year the Brewers upgraded Bernie the Brewer’s digs. He got a new ski chalet and a white slide. We can do better. We’re extending
the slide until it reaches all the way onto the field. Whenever a Brewer hits a home run, Bernie will slide down into left field and then
have to stand there awkwardly until the end of the inning.

Dodger Stadium – Los Angeles Dodgers: At the Letters
Dodger Stadium has its own great and terrible history, but it has surprisingly little Hollywood flair. So we’re going to move the
famous Hollywood sign off of Mount Lee, and lay it out in foul territory down the third base line. Mostly, I want to see Justin Turner
chase a pop-up and fall right through the O.

Coors Field – Colorado Rockies – On the Rocks
Call me crazy, but I think the home of the Rockies should have a few more mountains. Where I live, the bedrock is so close that you
can see that schist sticking right out of the ground. So we’ll dig Coors Field right down to the bedrock, and make the Rockies’ walls out
of the Rockies. Rob a home run at your peril.

Category 5: Run With It
In our last category we’ll get back to Boston. Let’s expand with some of the existing quirks and
ground rules, and just generally take things way too far.

Fenway Park – Boston Red Sox:
Since it was our inspiration, I’m all for grandfathering Fenway Park in just the way it is. However, since I feel a little bit sorry for
Giancarlo Stanton, who hit balls into the wall at 109.5 and 114.9 miles per hour in that wild card game, let’s knock some of the
supports out from under the Green Monster. If you hit a ball over 110mph straight into the Monster, it will crash over onto
Landsdowne Street, and you’ll have yourself a home run. You’ll also have to go help hoist it back into place again. 

Globe Life Field – Texas Rangers: The Eternal Flame
Remember when that weird stadium that looks like a big corrugated tin shed caught fire? That was fun. Let’s do that all the time.
From now on, at least one part of Globe Life Field must be on fire at all times. Maybe it’s the roof again, maybe it’s the infield. Just let
it burn. 

Wrigley Field – Chicago Cubs: Off the Beaten Path
Do you also remember the 2019 World Series, when Trea Turner got called out for interference even though he was pretty much in
the baseline, and Dave Martinez lost his mind and got ejected? Or maybe you remember this year when the exact same thing
happened in Chicago. Wrigley Field is the straw that broke the camel’s back. From now on it has no baselines. As long as they touch
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the bases in the right order, baserunners can run wherever the hell they want. The friendly confines are about to get a lot less
confining. There is no runner’s lane. There is no such thing as being out of the baseline. Have a rundown in the outfield grass. Steal
second by way of the nacho cart. Take the long way home. Be free, base runners. Be free.

Great American Ballpark – Cincinnati Red: Foul Pole Marimba
There are few things more satisfying than the resounding gong of a home run ball hitting the foul pole. So let’s make it happen more
often. In Cincinnati—where the home runs flow like water, and the chili flows like gross, weird, chunkier water—we’ll add poles all
over the place. We’ll modify their lengths so that each one has a different pitch when struck. Then we’ll ask Castellanos and company
to play us a tune.

Target Field – Minnesota Twins: Hit It Here
We’re going to borrow from NBA Jam: Tournament Edition and put some hot spots in the outfield. After all, it is Target Field. We’ll
have spots that earn the batter an automatic double, triple or home run, should the ball land on them. If nothing else, it will make for
some really bizarre defensive shifts.

Busch Stadium – St. Louis Cardinals: Shadow Ball
There are arches in the base of the Busch Stadium roof. Every time the Cardinals make the playoffs and have an afternoon game, the
arches cast wild shadows and all of America watches a couple innings of batters flailing hopelessly at baseballs they can’t see. From
this travesty we draw our inspiration to make Busch Stadium—named after, and for much of its history owned by a beer magnate—the
official ballpark of impaired vision. We’ll install arches in front of the stadium floodlights to mess up the night games too. They will
rotate and blow in the wind. From now on the home of Cardinals Devil Magic will be the spookiest park in baseball. 

Tropicana Field – Tampa Bay Rays: Kaleidoscope Skies
I don’t mind the Tropicana Field catwalks. As you may have noticed, I am in favor of all weird, nonsensical obstructions and ground
rules. I do mind the ceiling. It’s the dingy white ceiling that makes the Trop so dreary. With the ceiling lit up—with orange after the
game or blue after a Rays home run—the whole stadium feels more welcoming and less, you know, miserable. So let’s light it up with
colors all the time. Will it make the ball harder to see? I’m not sure, but more importantly, I don’t care.

RingCentral Oakland Coliseum – Oakland Athletics: Let It Roll
The Coliseum, which is in roughly the same condition as its namesake in Rome, has a huge playing surface. Right now much of it
consists of foul territory, which means that in Oakland you don’t just get to see a regular baseball game, you get the added excitement
of lots of extra pop outs. We’re going to push home plate all the way back to the wall. With about 40 extra feet, Oakland will have the
deepest dimensions in baseball, and we’ll have just one park where they play baseball the way we did when we were kids: no walls,
just a backstop, and a home run means busting it around the bases while the outfielders chase the ball until it stops rolling.
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